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25' eyepieces FREE SHIPPING on Over 250,000 Products Enjoy Free Shipping during the holidays! Shop now and get on most
orders over $49 to the contiguous 48 states, DC and to all U.. OpticsPlanet guest experts cover a wide range of topics from
microscopes for discovering the world of cells and other micro organisms to telescopes for exploring the vast universe, which
our planet is a part of.. Our site is powered by industry leading standards for your protection If possible, please enable
JavaScript in your browser for the best possible experience.. The eyepiece goes into the diagonal which is placed into the small
end of the tube.. This offer is only good on eligible orders placed between November 1, 2018 and December 24, 2018.

If you cannot enable JavaScript or you are having technical difficulties, please — we are always here to help! Please Enable
Your Browser's Cookies Functionality Cookies are not currently enabled in your browser, and due to this the functionality of
our site will be severely restricted.. We sell separate go-to computerized and GPS mounts that you can add to your purchase at a
later time.. Jason 323 Telescope ManualJason Telescopes Manual FreeLooking to get into backyard astronomy or want to buy
an educational gift for a youngster interested in space? We have quite a selection of manual telescopes to choose from, all hand
selected by us for their quality, ease of use, and price.. A telescope with a focal length of only 600 mm, however, will yield only
30x when used with the same 20mm eyepiece.

It is not the magnification of the eyepiece Eyepiece Magnification The magnification of any telescope eyepiece used with your
telescope will be the focal length of the (consult your manual) divided by the focal length of the eyepiece.

There is a manual telescope here for everyone, so grab the perfect gift for a kid, adult, beginner, or pro who wants to be blown
away by up-close views of all the wonders of space.. While JavaScript is disabled, you will not be able to add items to your cart
or browse all product options.. Manual telescopes make great gifts for anyone interested in space, including beginners, experts,
kids, and adults.

Jason 323 Telescope ManualJason Telescopes Manual FreeNumber on the Telescope Eyepiece The number on the eyepiece is
the focal length of the.. Whether you want a telescope for daytime, nighttime, deep space, or the Moon and planets, our
selection has got you covered.. Your is important to us, and any personal information you supply to us is kept strictly
confidential.. It's easy to find the Moon or to point the telescope at random nighttime objects until you gain the knowledge to
locate and focus on specific star clusters, planets, and constellations.. I really need the owners manual for the Jason 200x
Mercury Astronomical Telescope Model #404 This is a very simple refractor telescope.. Whether you are looking for a
Reflector, Refractor, Cassegrain, or giant Dobsonian telescope, we do what we can to bring you the absolute best options at
reasonable prices. e10c415e6f 
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